Call to Order

- Meeting called to order at 2:07 pm
- Present: Justin Dewaele, Sharon Van Bruggen (Director), Sammy Chang (Chair), Louie Wang, Elyssa Droge (Vice Chair), Christy Aballero, Jehoan Espinoza, Hue Tran, Jason Thornton, Tiffany Miao, Bryan Arias, Ellen Kim, Emily Marx, Claire Maniti,

Public Input

*Korean American market Missions, Christian Ministry Concert Esther*

- Held in PC Plaza on April 19th from 4:30-7:00 pm
- Introduce the campus and promote what we stand for as a ministry and what the gospel is
- Gice a chance for rest of campus to explore
- Elyssa: How many people will be attending?
  - 550, and its free to public
- Hue: Is the attendance mainly students or alumni?
  - Yes its open to public
- Elyssa: How are you advertising?
  - Postcards, posters and distributing them
- Hue: Have you tried for other funding?
  - Yes AS funding is being processed
- $350.00 from UCAB for AV Tech Fee
- Tiffany: Is it a fundraiser?
  - No, not asking for any money

Chair Report, Samuel Chang

- Budget committee meeting after this
- Think of status of Che Café facility and whether we should continue to use it or give a temporary new place, should we move it to a new place or continue with safety issues present
- Jehoan: If we get them to move will they move back?
- If there were said renovations, we can discuss that afterwards
- Louie: Are we moving to old student center as Claire suggested?
- I suppose that’s where they would go
- Claire: We should get some reps from Che Café here so we can discuss
- Sammy: Yes will speak with them
- Justin: Is the Che Café safety issue separate from tax issue?
  - 2 different issues yes
- Hue: If we don’t do renovations, are we going to scrap the place?
- I hope not, but if UCAB doesn’t take the stand, we don’t want a crafts center situation to happen again
- Claire: Would it be possible to move Che Café to where crafts center is? Its straightedge so it’s different from Porters Pub
- It’s a thought but we have to find donors
• Tiffany: Wanted us to ask whether we want the Che facility renovated?  
• Educate constituents about what Che Café is and then ask them, so we can explain what it has done for UCSD  
• Sharon: It’s important to have this conversation in context of budgetary situation.  
• Claire: What is the progress of the budget report?  
• Almost done with it

Vice Chair Report, Elyssa Droge  
Director Report, Sharon Van Bruggen  
• Feedback on Dlush in Member Reports  
• Jehoan: What is the status of Che café?  
• Don’t have anything new to share  
• Ellen: Espresso Roma’s last day of service is Friday, when is mall wall going up?  
• Café Roma has the space for an extra week to remove any fixtures that they invested in so after that has been done

New Business  
AV Tech fee for Concert  
1. No  
2. No  
3. Yes  
4. Yes  
5. Yes  
6. Yes  
7. Yes  
8. Yes  
9. No  
10. Yes

Move to fund 350.00 for concert by Hue  
Seconded by Jehoan

Old Business  
Member Reports  
Feedback for meeting with Dlush  
• Colin: Revelle had comments about wait time and ingredients listed to be in drinks weren’t actually in drinks and paper menus are not sustainable  
• Louie: There from 12-2 pm there, so starting from rush hour. 3 min 21 sec wait for Tapex and 5 min 37 sec wait for Dlush  
• Lavender lemonade doesn’t have lavender. All dissatisfied about product. After 1:30 line significantly reduced. So only 1 min 35 sec wait. Going to get rid of paper menu once wallpaper comes in.  
• Hue: When are you meeting with Dlush?  
• Sharon: Next week  
• Tiffany: Waited for food for awhile, but gave free drink because of it, wrong order. Employees are just not used to serving that’s it. Manager took employees to the side and talked to them.  
• Claire: Felt that having food and drinks separate was confusing. Manager apologized about timing, and they are going to bring in more décor and menu wallpaper. Order took awhile but vegetarian order accidentally had meat in it
• Ellen: When they make these mistakes it’s good to apologize but they need to get their act together so they have a good reputation. That’s why they had this time
• Louie: Piece of hair on food and manager gave him drink and new sandwich
• Elyssa: Hair thing happens anywhere. Everything I’ve gotten is delicious. Wait times were very long and by being there people don’t take drinks on the counter for 5 minutes. For 1st week one big line, but started to segregate into 3 smaller line.
• Claire: People appreciated the seating and the fact that there were outlets
• Prices were fair for drinks.
• Justin: Like all the comfortable seating that they have provided
• Louie: one girl reordered her drink, she changed in to green tea lemonade, and they were able to change it for her. They will remake drink for you if you aren’t satisfied. Pricing is reasonable. Should do the same as Tapex with their lines, to guide people
• Jason: Gave an exact time when my order would be ready but used diff noodles than soba noodles described in menu
• Elyssa: Have donut holes that aren’t on menu yet, can we add that to the wallpaper menu?
• Sharon: lounge area is common area space so Dlush pays from counter back
• Jehoan: SFAC transportation referendum
• Sammy: Referendum was done badly because SFAC was going through all details for it, violating some policies so we weren’t stalling, not including summer session for transportation is against graduate students. Auditing transportation as well. Make sure that this referendum is representative of all student councils. If we say we need to let transportation pass we would be doing a disservice to students
• Louie: Hospitality and service (8 votes) education and learning (9 votes) flexibility and adaptability (12 votes), abstain (6 votes)
• Bryan: Round table- Didn’t care if it is gone because they don’t go there. If the new place has cheap beer then it’s ok. Some didn’t know we had a Round Table. Go more frequently to Porters Pub because closer to Revelle.

Announcements
Open Forum
Adjournment
Meeting adjourned at 2:47 pm